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Minutes of the BOARD OF TRUSTEES held on 8 December 2011 in the 
Court Room, National Museum Cardiff 

 

1. Notes Actions 
by 

PRESENT: Elisabeth Elias, President, (in the Chair); Haydn Edwards, Vice 
President; Peter Morgan, Treasurer; Carole-Anne Davies; Christina Macaulay; 
David Vokes; Gareth Williams; Gareth Wyn Jones; Iolo ap Gwynn; John Last; 
Keshav Singhal; Victoria Provis; Miriam Griffiths; David Anderson, Director 
General; Mark Richards, Deputy Director General and Director of Operations; 
Robin Gwyn, Director of Communications; John Williams-Davies, Director of 
Collections and Research; Neil Wicks, Director of Finance; Judith Ingram, Head 
of Policy & Planning; and Elaine Cabuts, Museum Secretary and Elfyn Hughes, 
Head of Buildings & Estates Management for item 4. 

 

 

1 WELCOME AND APOLOGIES: 

1.1 Members, Lesley-Anne Kerr (CyMAL) staff, and Elfyn Hughes were welcomed 
to the meeting. Apologies were received from Jonathan Osmond, Tony Atkins 
and Linda Tomos (CyMAL). 

 

 

In the Closed Session of the meeting the Board discussed and were briefed on 
the organization’s structure, the Pension Scheme, a meeting with the Minister 

for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage, Horizon-Scanning and St Fagans: 
National History Museum. 

 
At this point the meeting was opened to the public but no members of the 

public were in attendance. 

 

2 MINUTES 

2.1 Resolved: That the Minutes of the Board meeting on 6 October 2011 be 
approved.  

 

 

3 MATTERS ARISING 

3.1 Trustee appointments. 

3.1.1 That the President confirmed that the public announcement of the two new 
Trustees had been made during the course of the last Trustees meeting, and 
that both Prof. Pickard and Dr Jones had accepted the President’s invitation 
to attend the Patrons’ event in the evening. The President would continue to 
engage them in the activities of Amgueddfa Cymru through such invitations, 
until such time as their appointment officially commenced on 1 June 2012. 
 

3.2 Vision Map 2012/13-2014/15 
 

3.2.1 That the Head of Policy & Planning had circulated an updated version to 
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1. Notes Actions 
by 

Members and that following amendments the Map was now available on our 
website. Key Performance Indicators were being developed in line with the 
new Director General’s Report.  

4 ST FAGANS: NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM REPORT 

Declaration of interest was noted as being received from Carole-Anne Davies 
in her capacity as Chief Executive of the Design Commission for Wales. 

4.1 Received: A report by the Director of Collections & Research. 
4.2 Reported: That the President outlined the strategic position, and that following 

the presentation and discussion of this report, the architectural plans and the 
summary budgets and funding position, Members would be invited to endorse 
the strategic way forward for the project. 

4.3 The Director General outlined the importance of the project to the visible and 
invisible economy, to Wales, to cultural heritage and to education. This was a 
unique opportunity to tell the history of Wales through objects and through the 
material and non-material culture of its people. No parallel existed in England, 
and while similar approaches had been taken in Scotland and Ireland there 
was no direct comparison within the UK. The intellectual challenge this offered 
was immense, but the Museum was uniquely positioned to meet this challenge, 
creating a bold and vitally important statement for the people of Wales. 

4.4 The President noted that the report provided a valuable summary of the story 
of the project so far. The iterative nature of the proposals outlined so far would 
continue, as discussions developed with the various project teams and groups, 
both internal and external to Amgueddfa Cymru. 

4.5 The Director of Collections & Research and the Head of Buildings & Estates 
outlined recent changes to the Stage C designs. Transport was noted again as 
being pivotal to the success of the project, and especially important to the HLF. 
The Board noted that an improved public transport provision would be the most 
appropriate option in the short term. 

4.6 Members discussed access to the New Building, transportation around the site, 
the prospect of the project contributing £50m to the Welsh economy, the 
valuable dialogue with and support from CyMAL, the inclusion of the whole of 
Amgueddfa Cymru and its museums in the project and the support other 
departments and sites continued to receive as part of Amgueddfa Cymru’s 
overall Vision. The Director General thanked the Board on behalf of the staff 
for their support for the project. 

4.7 The Board recognised the significance of the timing of the application in 
relation to the current instability of the UK and wider European economy, and 
that that the greatest risk would be that the Board did not support the project at 
this time. The Board was thus of accord that they should act decisively and 
unanimously at such times and offer their unequivocal strategic support to the 
Executive for this visionary project. Members noted that the Board had 
delegated authority for signing off Stage D of the design programme and the 
HLF Stage II application to the St Fagans Project Commissioning Group, and 
that it would meet prior to the submission in February 2012. The Board also 
noted the Executive’s extensive experience and expertise upon which the 
Board could rely, and that staff were pro-active in their determination to submit 
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1. Notes Actions 
by 

a successful application. 
4.8 Resolved: Accordingly, and that 
4.8.1 Amgueddfa Cymru considers a modular approach to future funding options. 
4.8.2 Members continue to advocate for the project sustaining the vision and 

boldness of this decision. 
4.8.3 Amgueddfa Cymru continues to develop advocacy and promotional materials 

to support the Board’s advocacy work, including a short summary of the 
project for use by Board members as an aide memoire. 

 
 
 
NW 
  
All 
 
DA, RG 

5 CHILD POVERTY STRATEGY 

5.1 Received: A report by the Head of Policy & Planning. 
5.2 Reported: That the Board was updated in respect of the strategy’s 

development and that Members were now asked to discuss and approve the 
strategy and in particular the terminology and strategic outcomes.  

5.3 The Director General noted that the strategy was fundamentally important, not 
only because it was a strategy for the Welsh Government but because people 
develop their ideas and sense of cultural identity more specifically when they 
are young. This national initiative is unique and provides unparalleled 
opportunities to forge new relationships, especially with national partners. 

5.4 The contribution of those Members that had informed the development of the 
strategy thus far was gratefully acknowledged, and in response Iolo ap Gwynn, 
Haydn Edwards and Miriam Griffiths noted their appreciation for having been 
invited to engage in this issue. 

5.5 Members discussed the need to include young people not in school, the 
inclusion of contemporary, positive case studies in the document, the inclusion 
of partnership work to demonstrate geographical spread, proposed measures 
of success and references to travel time to a national museum. 

5.6 Resolved: Accordingly, and that Amgueddfa Cymru considers the geographical 
spread of case studies and future provision, and the role of partnerships. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JI 

6 CURRENT ISSUES 

6.1 Six-monthly meeting with the Minister 
6.1.1 Reported: That the President informed Members of the discussion and 

outcomes of the six-monthly meeting with the Minister, where the Director of 
CyMAL and the Director General were present. Amgueddfa Cymru discussed 
its present position in relation to business management and finances, the 
Voluntary Redundancy Scheme, the correlation between the amount of Grant 
in Aid and the amount of additional funding and support Amgueddfa Cymru is 
able to secure, the continued importance of the Welsh Government’s support 
for free entry and support for transport initiatives at St Fagans.  

6.1.2 The Director General noted that the Minister wished to see an annual 
Children’s Charter. 

6.1.2.1 Resolved: Accordingly, and that Amgueddfa Cymru establish an annual 
Children’s Charter that sets out for the public what activities Amgueddfa 
Cymru intends to undertake for families during the year. 

 
6.2 National Museums Scotland, National Galleries of Scotland, National 
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Museums of Northern Ireland & Amgueddfa Cymru 
6.2.1 That the Director General updated the Board on progress, anticipating a 

meeting of the group in the New Year in Northern Ireland. At a recent Heads 
of Government meeting the Permanent Secretary of the Welsh Government 
was keen to hold a meeting of that group in Scotland to benchmark their 
work. This was in the context of the evolving nature of the devolved 
governments that was changing the nature of the dialogue with central 
government. 
 

6.3 History Wales Public Engagement 
6.3.1 That the Director General informed Members that the launch by Huw 

Edwards of the History of Wales television programme was to be on 19 
January 2012 at St Fagans. 
 

6.4 Visit to China  
6.4.1 That the Director General had recently returned from a trade delegation to 

China led by the First Minister. David and Rebecca Matthews of the British 
Council’s office in Cardiff were the two cultural delegates. It was encouraging 
to notice the importance that the Chinese put on culture in any developing 
relationship. As part of the visit the First Minister gave a contemporary Welsh 
ceramic piece by Walter Keeler to the Three Gorges Museum. 
 

6.5 Visit to Sweden 
6.5.1 Several senior staff recently visited Skansen and other museums in 

Stockholm and for part of the visit they were joined by the Minister. It had 
proved a very valuable visit and much was learned that would be helpful in 
developing the proposals for St Fagans. 

7 MUSEUMS STRATEGY FOR WALES – UPDATE 

7.1 Received: A report by the Head of Policy & Planning. 
7.2 Reported: That the Board was updated on the progress of the strategy, and in 

respect of a meeting of the strategy group the previous day at which the 
Director General, the Deputy Director General, Lesley-Anne Kerr and the Head 
of Policy & Planning were present.  

7.3 CyMAL expressed their gratitude for Amgueddfa Cymru’s continued and 
fundamental support for this strategy and were pleased to report that it had 
now been taken on board nationally. 

7.4 Resolved: Accordingly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 CULTURAL TOURISM STRATEGY 

8.1 Received: A report by the Director of Communications. 
8.2 Reported: That Amgueddfa Cymru had contributed to the Cultural Tourism 

Partnership and the Welsh Government’s Cultural Tourism Strategy since 2001 
and there was now a need for a proactive approach to developing Amgueddfa 
Cymru’s international profile in partnership with others including the Welsh 
Government.  

8.3 The Board noted how the National Museum of Art and Making History were 
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by 

included within the strategy and therefore Amgueddfa Cymru was able to 
promote these examples as part of the dialogue.  

8.4 Resolved: Accordingly, and that the strategy considers a multi-lingual 
approach, references the instances where Amgueddfa Cymru is able to 
promote what is unique in its collections / research / activities and that it 
proactively promotes income generation opportunities. 

 
 
 
 
RG 

9 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FINANCIAL AFFAIRS OF AMGUEDDFA CYMRU 

9.1 Received: A report by the Treasurer. 
9.2 Reported: That while the accounts were approved by the Board in July, the 

accounts were formally presented to the Board of Trustees at this meeting, as 
required by the Charter. The Treasurer was pleased to report a positive 
financial situation, despite the difficult financial climate. Amgueddfa Cymru was 
commended for its financial management and noted that the external auditors 
had given a clean audit report. 

9.3 Resolved: Accordingly. 

 

10 COLLECTIONS MATTERS 

10.1 Collections & Research Activities report July-September 2011 

10.1.1 Reported: That the President noted the broad range of activities undertaken 
and thanked all the staff involved for the work that was set out in this very 
important document. 

10.1.2 Resolved: Accordingly and that the President thanked the Director of 
Collections & Research for the very helpful and informative report. 

 

11 Vision Update 

11.1 Received: A report by the Director General. 
11.2 Reported: That the Board considered and noted this report. The Board noted 

progress and actions for the past and future quarter in relation to the key 
activities outlined in the Vision Map 2010/11-12/13.  

11.3 The Board noted the update in respect of the following: 
Developing our sites - The development of the Activity Plan and Stage C 
report for the Making History project, the ‘topping-out’ of the Haverfordwest 
Merchant’s House, infrastructure works at St Fagans, the learning activities 
with new groups in the Foyle Art Learning space at National Museum Cardiff 
and increased learning visitors to the National Museum of Art and 
developments at the National Roman Legion Museum. 
Delivering an international reputation - Amgueddfa Cymru’s delegation to 
China. 
Delivering contemporary and relevant collections and research – 
Research on the human remains collection by archaeologist and presenter 
Alice Roberts, and curator Owain Rhys’s publication Contemporary 
Collecting. 
Engaging with defined priority audiences – Developing the Child Poverty 
Strategy, the Everywhere in Chains exhibition at Big Pit and the autumn 
lecture series there, the Communities First project at Blaenau Ffestiniog, the 
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Joseph Beuys exhibition at National Museum Cardiff, new acquisitions, 
displays and lectures, Age Concern’s engagement with Big Pit’s handling 
collections for use in visits to residential homes, BBC filming a CBBC 
programme with Jedward at Big Pit and the National Waterfront Museum’s 
engagement with the Kids in Museums initiative. 
Communicating our collections - The National Roman Legion Museum’s 
‘Mad bad and dangerous to know’ programme, Coleg Menai Art Foundation 
students’ experience at the National Slate Museum and forthcoming 
exhibition of their work at the Museum, the Archaeopteryx exhibition at 
National Museum Cardiff, the National Waterfront Museum reaching 1.5m 
visits in time for its sixth birthday and a rugby-themed family event there. 
Expanding community, strategic and financial partnerships - Two 
successful JISC grant bids in relation to digitisation of collections in 
partnership with the Open University and the British Geological Survey, 
Oxford University and Cambridge University, school sessions exploring the 
theme of the Italian communities of industrial Wales at the National 
Waterfront Museum in relation to the Arandora Star tragedy, the	  National 
Wool Museum’s annual Food Festival, the revised Cyfoeth Cymru Gyfan-
Sharing Treasures scheme and a hoard of gold torcs from Llanwrthwl. 
Supporting and developing our staff – The Heritage Horticulture Skills 
Scheme, Skills for the Future grant programme. 
Virtual and New Media solutions - The development of new Hide & Tweet 
game for use on mobile platforms in the galleries at the National Waterfront 
Museum. 
Advocate for public, political and financial security - St Fagans being 
recognised as the UK’s Favourite Tourist Attraction by Which magazine, Big 
Pit being awarded a Business Language Champion award from CILT Cymru, 
the National Waterfront Museum receiving a ‘Highly Commended’ award for 
outstanding commitment for work done in promoting European languages 
from Business Language Champions and the Assembly’s budget 
announcement for Amgueddfa Cymru. 
Enterprises - The latest NMGW Enterprises Ltd results and Amgueddfa 
Cymru’s financial reports.   

11.4 Resolved: Accordingly. 

12 COMMITTEE MATTERS 

Received and Noted: The draft minutes of 

12.1 Art Advisory Group 23 September 2011 

12.2 Trustees Art Group 7 October 2011 

12.3 NMGW Enterprises Ltd Board 12 May and 2 November 2011 

12.4 St Fagans Commissioning Group 8 November 

12.5 Performance Review Committee 17 November 2011 
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12.6 Audit Committee 17 November 2011 

12.7 Pension Trustees 19 September 2011 – Investment Sub Committee; 12 
October – Governance Sub Committee; 16 November - Trustees 

Resolved: Accordingly, and that the Trustees Art Group had now wound down. 

13 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

13.1 The Museum Secretary updated the Board in relation to the provision of 
password protected electronic access to certain pages of the website where 
documentation relating to the Board of Trustees would be stored. 

Resolved: Accordingly, and that full details and access would follow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EC 

14 STRATEGIC BOARD AGENDA 

14.1 Received and noted: A programme by the Museum Secretary, setting out the 
key papers to be presented to the Board at their forthcoming meetings, as they 
relate to the Vision Map. 

 

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING: 

Resolved: That the next meeting of the Board of Trustees will be held on 19 April 
2012 in north Wales – details to follow. 

 
 
 
EC 

 


